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Dear Reader
The Federal Office for Professional Education and Technology (OPET) and the State
Secretariat for Education and Research (SER) were merged to form the current State
Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation (SERI) at the end of 2012. Parliament and the Federal Council expected the merger to result in political and administrative synergies. While the merger did not explicitly aim to achieve a reduction in staff
numbers, this was expected to the extent possible within a public administration and
with the instruction that there should be no redundancies.
What is the situation today, almost four years later?
At the end of 2012, the combined number of staff from OPET and SER was 248 fulltime equivalents. The total at SERI today is 235. Apprentices, interns and workers
posted abroad are not included.
At first glance it looks like this resulted in the loss of 13 full-time positions.
But SERI has expanded its remit since 2013. Of particular note is the management of
the Swiss University Conference Secretariat, which replaces the independent General
Secretariat of the Swiss University Conference, which was previously jointly run by the
Confederation and cantons. In addition, Switzerland’s partial association to the European Framework Programme has necessarily brought new responsibilities for SERI, as
has the Continuing Education and Training Act and supervising the energy research
programmes. The new mandates that OPET and SER did not have in 2012 have resulted in at least ten to twelve new positions, which have been absorbed by existing SERI
staff.
Considering the circumstances as unchanged, the merger results in an overall balance
of minus 23 to 25 full-time equivalents. So we can justifiably say that the merger resulted in a headcount reduction of 10%. And this figure was even higher among
management staff. This was achieved through three phases of structural change and
natural wastage.
We will leave outsiders to judge the political and administrative synergies achieved by
the merger (which, incidentally, is the most significant one carried out within the Federal Administration in the last ten years).
But from the point of view of efficient use of taxpayer’s money, we can move forward
with a clear conscience. This success was made possible by the sense of duty, flexibility and commitment at all levels of our organisation. The staff at SERI can be proud of
what they have achieved, and I would like to take this opportunity to thank them
wholeheartedly for their efforts.

Mauro Dell’Ambrogio
State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation SERI
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Switzerland’s participation in Erasmus+

Existing interim solution extended until the end of 2017
In September, the Federal Council extended the interim solution for 2014–2016 for Switzerland’s project-based participation in Erasmus+, the European mobility programme, by a further year, thereby allowing Swiss nationals to take part
in European mobility and cooperation projects in 2017.

Contact
Jérôme Hügli, SERI
Project manager, International
Cooperation in Education and
Professional Qualifications
 +41 58 465 86 73
 jerome.huegli@sbfi.admin.ch
Further information
ch Stiftung (bis Ende 2016):
 www.ch-go.ch
Swiss Foundation for the Promotion
of Exchanges and Mobility
(from 1.1.2017): www.sfam-ch.ch

Over the years, thousands of Swiss students have been able to enrich their education by spending time abroad
and foreign students have been able to do the same in Switzerland. Photo: Jacques Erard

Participation in the European Union’s education programmes is one of the priorities
of Switzerland’s international education,
research and innovation strategy. For over
twenty years it has been an important
part of international cooperation. Over
the years, thousands of Swiss students
have been able to enrich their education
by spending time abroad and foreign students have been able to do the same in
Switzerland.

solution by a further year. This extension
means that Swiss nationals will continue
to be able to benefit from the possibility
of participating indirectly in Erasmus+:
Swiss students, apprentices and education professionals at all educational levels
will continue to benefit from European
mobility actions. Swiss education institutions can also continue to take part
in cooperation projects with European
partners.

Continued access thanks to interim
solution
Due to the adoption of the mass immigration initiative on 9 February 2014,
negotiations on Switzerland’s association
to Erasmus+ (2014 – 2020), the European Union’s programme for education,
training, youth and sport, are currently
suspended, and Switzerland can only participate as a third country.

Implementation by a new foundation from 2017
All the information needed for participation in the programme in 2017 will be
made available in good time before the
application process opens. As of 1 January 2017, responsibility for implementing
national and international exchange and
mobility funding will pass to the Foundation for the Promotion of Exchanges
(SFAM), which has been commissioned
by the Confederation and the cantons.
The current organisation, the ch Stiftung,
will continue its work until the end of
the year.

In 2014 the Federal Council therefore approved an interim solution for Erasmus+
along the lines of the earlier indirect participation, initially until the end of 2016.
On 7 September, it extended this interim
4

Mobility projects supported in
2016
Under the interim solution for Erasmus+, the funding available for exchange programmes at all educational
levels (compulsory school, secondary
school, VET, tertiary level, adult education and youth work) in 2016 amounts
to CHF 25.1 million. This funding is
used to support both mobility and cooperation projects, although priority is
given to mobility.
According to figures from the national
agency commissioned with implementing the interim solution (ch Stiftung),
10,781 individuals have benefitted
from mobility funding. Of those, 8,650
were at tertiary level (4,789 outgoing
and 3,861 incoming), 946 as part of
VET, 893 as part of youth work (excl.
third application round in October), 136
as part of compulsory and secondary
schooling and 156 as part of adult education.
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A knowledge transfer project launched by the European Alliance for Apprenticeships

The Apprenticeship Toolbox facilitates comparison of dualtrack VET systems
The new online Apprenticeship Toolbox allows comparisons to be drawn between the vocational education and training systems of Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg, Austria and Switzerland. The Apprenticeship Toolbox therefore helps
boost Swiss VET on international level by demonstrating in a transparent manner how the Swiss VET system works and
what is special about it.

Apprenticeship Toolbox

The recently-launched Apprenticeship Toolbox offers information and facilitates comparison of the dual-track
VET systems in five countries. Image: SERI

How is VET funded in Denmark? What
are the differences between VET qualifications awarded in Germany and Switzerland? How is Luxembourg’s VET system
managed? What does an apprenticeship
contract look like in Austria?
Promoting the exchange of best
practice
The Apprenticeship Toolbox, which was
developed as part of a European project,
provides answers to these and other questions. It is web-based and offers a large
amount of detailed information, which
can be used to trial, develop and reform
dual-track vocational education and training systems. The information is classified
by topic for each of the five participating
countries.
The Apprenticeship Toolbox can be used
as a comprehensive, structured reference
tool that can be consulted at any time.
The information highlights the diversity
of dual-track vocational education and
training systems. The tool therefore
contributes to the discussion about the

different forms of dual-track vocational
education and training and promotes
the international exchange of best practice.
Easy to use – huge benefits
The Apprenticeship Toolbox user interface
is designed to make it easy for users to
click their way through the topics they are
interested in. They can also gain a quick
insight into the system in a selected country in the Country context. Short introductory texts then lead users to specific
information about the different countries.
Materials, a glossary, a full-text search and
keywords help make the tool more user-friendly.
The Toolbox is divided into seven key
features:
• Governance & Regulations
• Social partners & Companies
• Financing
• Programmes & Pathways
• Standards & Matching
• Training & Teaching
• Attractiveness & Excellence

Aimed at decision-makers
The free online offering, which is published in English, is aimed at a European/
international audience. It was mainly developed for individuals and institutions involved in strategic policy-making at local,
municipal, national and European level.
The Apprenticeship Toolbox also offers
researchers and other interested parties
thought-provoking insights and tips.
Helping strengthen vocational
education and training within an
international context
The Apprenticeship Toolbox is the result
of a European project (see box), which
was launched in 2014. The responsible ministries from the five participating
countries worked together to develop this
comprehensive source of information.
Country workshops were held involving the relevant VET partners to gather
practical experience and information on
the implementation of VET in their countries and to define the most important
key features.
The Apprenticeship Toolbox was presented for the first time to an international audience at the 2nd International

Initiative at EU level
The Apprenticeship Toolbox was developed in the framework of the European
Alliance for Apprenticeships (EAfA). The
EAfA was set up in 2013 with the aim
of enhancing the quality, supply and image of apprenticeships in Europe. The
EAfA brings together stakeholders from
the public and private sectors. The project is led by Denmark and supported
by Germany, Austria, Luxembourg and
Switzerland (associate status) and funded by the EU as part of the Erasmus+
education and training pro-gramme.
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Congress on Vocational and Professional
Education and Training in Winterthur in
June and was very well received. It was
officially launched in mid-September at
the European VET policy sharing seminar
in Brussels.

on dual-track VPET. Through its involvement in the Apprenticeship Toolbox, the
Confederation has therefore made a
contribution towards strengthening the
Swiss VPET system within an international
context.

Switzerland, represented by SERI, played
an active role in this European project.
Switzerland’s strategy on international cooperation in VPET includes close
cooperation with countries that have a
dual-track VET system and promoting
the international exchange of expertise

Contact
Heike Suter, SERI
Project manager, Baccalaureates and
Projects Unit
 +41 58 463 23 42
 heike.suter@sbfi.admin.ch
Further information
Apprenticeship Toolbox:
 www.apprenticeship-toolbox.eu
European Alliance for Apprenticeships:

 http://ec.europa.eu/apprenticeships-alliance

General education in VET programmes

Core curriculum for general education to be implemented
more consistently
General education subjects are an important component of VET programmes. They are taught on the basis of a core
curriculum for general education issued to vocational schools by SERI. The report of a panel of experts from the Swiss
Commission for Development and Quality of General Education in VET Programmes has concluded that the current
core curriculum for general education should be retained. It reports that action is needed, however, in developing a
better common understanding of its content. SERI drew up some recommendations based on this report for the attention of the responsible partners in summer 2016.
The general education subjects are governed by the SERI Ordinance on the Minimum Requirements for General Education in VET Programmes. This stipulates
the general education subjects for all VET
programmes, including for two-year programmes leading to a Federal VET certificate. General education subjects are
taught throughout VET programmes and
comprise at least 120 lessons per academic year.

In addition to vocational education subjects, general education subjects are an integral part of VET programmes. Image: Iris Krebs

The general education element is part of
the integrated educational approach of
VET programmes and is geared towards
the real-life experience of learners. General education aims to equip learners with
6

the skills to enter the world of work, to
thrive there and to integrate in society.
General education subjects may cover
communications, contracts or politics,
for example.

From ethics to culture
The minimum requirements are set out in
a core curriculum for general education.
The educational aims contained in it are
split into two areas of study: language &
communication and society. The society
area of study is divided into eight elements: ethics, identity and socialisation,
culture, ecology, politics, law, technology
and economics.
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The core curriculum for general education
is fleshed out by the training plans of the
relevant cantonal vocational schools. This
sets out the topics, lesson organisation,
qualification procedure as well as interdisciplinary and cross-site cooperation.
Periodic reviews
The relevance and topicality of the core
curriculum for general education is periodically reviewed by the Swiss Commission for the Development and Quality of
General Education in VET Programmes.
This body consists of 13 members and
is made up of representatives from the
Confederation, cantons, and professional
organisations, teachers of general education subjects, general education training
institutions and principals of vocational
schools.
Between 2012 and 2015 a panel of experts made up of members of the above
Commission conducted an analysis of
general education subjects and how
they are implemented at various vocational schools in Switzerland. Based on
this analysis, the Commission’s report
concludes that the core curriculum for
general education does not need to be
revised at present. However, action is
needed in terms of how the core curriculum is implemented.
SERI recommendations
Based on this report, SERI made four recommendations to the responsible partners
aimed at developing a better common
understanding of the core curriculum for
general education.
• Assistance with implementation: The
pedagogical/didactic concept of the
core curriculum for general education
necessitates extensive educational support for school principals and teachers
in vocational schools. This is due to the
complexity of developing training plans
and putting them into practice in the
classroom.
• Task forces: To improve and ensure quality and to foster a better understanding of the core curriculum for general

education, regional and intercantonal
task forces should be set up comprising
key stakeholders in general education.
These task forces should share experience on a regular basis and support
vocational schools with the implementation of the core curriculum for general education. In addition, the training
plans of vocational schools should be
reviewed by the relevant general education training institutions.
• Continuing education and training: As is
the case with employment conditions,
the continuing education and training
of teachers of general education subjects is regulated at cantonal level and
is therefore handled differently from
one canton to another. In order to ensure the didactic expertise and subject
knowledge of teachers of general education subjects, the continuing education and training structures for general
education teachers should be reviewed
and regulated.
• Coordination with compulsory schooling: New curriculums for compulsory
schooling have or are in the process of
being introduced across Switzerland’s
different language regions. It is clear
that currently the content of some topic
areas covered in general education (e.g.
ethics and economics) is already taught
in compulsory schooling. In addition,
the new compulsory schooling curriculums contain some content that is covered in the core curriculum for general
education. The new compulsory schooling curriculums should therefore be
analysed and compared with the core
curriculum for general education.

Contact
Monika Zaugg-Jsler, SBFI
Project manager, Review and Updating of
VET programmes Unit
 +41 58 462 11 08
 monika.zaugg-jsler@sbfi.admin.ch
Further information
Dossier on general education subjects:
 www.sbfi.admin.ch/abu

The Federal Commission for Vocational
and Professional Education and Training
FCVPET deemed these recommendations
good back in June. SERI will now coordinate with the co-responsible partners
(cantons, general education training institutions) to work on putting them into
practice. In this way, the recommendations can be incorporated in the relevant
activity programmes in a collaborative
way that includes all partners.
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Two-year VET programmes leading to a Federal VET Certificate

New analyses of Federal VET Certificate programmes paint
a positive picture
The two-year VET programme leading to a Federal VET certificate was introduced in 2002 when the Vocational and
Professional Education and Training Act came into effect. It has since secured its place as a key element of the Swiss
VPET system. This is the conclusion of two new studies. An evaluation commissioned by SERI reviewed the employability and aptitude for further training of Federal VET certificate holders. Meanwhile, the Federal Statistical Office and
the Swiss Observatory for Vocational Education and Training at the Swiss Federal Institute for Vocational Education
and Training (OBS SFIVET) analysed terminations of apprenticeship contracts within the scope of a longitudinal analysis conducted for the first time.

A total of 53 two-year VET programmes are currently available (as at March 2016), spanning all training areas.
Photo: Iris Krebs

Two-year VET programmes are part of the
Swiss education system. Unlike the old
non-formal traineeships, they lead to a
Federal VET Certificate at upper secondary
level with standardised skills and competencies throughout Switzerland. They also
offer holders the option to continue with
a Federal VET Diploma, and in some cases,
PET qualifications. A total of 53 two-year
VET programmes are currently available
(as at March 2016), spanning all training
areas. In 2014, 5,870 people obtained a
Federal VET Certificate – this equates to
just under a tenth of the number who
obtained a Federal VET Diploma.
The Confederation commissioned an
evaluation of the Federal VET Certificate
for the first time around five years after it
was introduced. This initial evaluation focused on the transition from compulsory
schooling to a two-year VET programme,
as well as training offered in businesses,
vocational schools and industry courses.
8

This second evaluation focuses on the
employability of Federal VET Certificate
holders and subsequently on their aptitude to embark on further training. The
evaluation of the employability and further training prospects of Federal VET
Certificate holders was commissioned by
SERI and conducted with the support of
an advisory group consisting of representatives from the Confederation, cantons
and professional associations. It was conducted between autumn 2014 and spring
2016 by the econcept consortium and the
LINK Institute. The study involved a representative survey of graduate cohorts
from 2011–2013, which was conducted
in autumn 2015 at three training levels:
former non-formal traineeships, Federal
VET Certificate and Federal VET Diploma.

Recommendations from the evaluation team to optimise the two-year VET
programmes
Recommendations
A) Recommendation to reduce the number of years spent in interim solutions
Measures to achieve an appropriate balance between interim solutions – Federal
VET Certificate
Guidance from teachers (lower secondary level) and occupational guidance counsel-ling, raising awareness among parents
Retaining level of Federal VET Certificate
B) Recommendations to reduce the drop-out rate
Enhance selection and/or mentoring
Measures to reduce regional differences
Individual competence certificate for those who drop out of Federal VET Certificate
programmes
C) Recommendations to reduce the high percentage of Federal VET Certificate
holders looking for work
Balance between supply of apprenticeships and job opportunities
Measures to reduce regional differences
Source: ‘Evaluation of the employability and further training prospects of Federal VET Certificate holders’,
final report, Chapter 5
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A total of 3,510 young adults were surveyed and data from the Federal Statistical
Office were analysed.
Overwhelming majority find work
The analysis of the existing FSO data and
the data collected through the survey as
part of the second Federal VET Certificate
evaluation paints a very positive picture
with regard to the employability, permeability and success rates of Federal VET
Certificate holders. Admittedly, holders
of a Federal VET Certificate do not quite
reach the (exceptionally high) level of Federal VET Diploma holders on the indicators
for entering the world of work and career success. That said, an overwhelming
majority of Federal VET Certificate holders find a job within twelve months of
completing their course (82%) or are in
long-term employment (employment rate
of Federal VET Certificate holders: 83%).
The permeability indicators show that the
Federal VET Certificate successfully opens
doors to other qualifications in the VPET
system: 41% of Federal VET Certificate
holders moved on to a Federal VET Diploma course and a further 14% participated
in other continuing education and training (excluding the Federal VET Diploma).
The success rate of Federal VET Certificate
holders is slightly below that of Federal
VET Diploma holders. Of all apprentices
who embarked on a VET programme with
Federal VET Certificate, just under 70%
successfully obtained a qualification (for
Federal VET Diploma holders this figure is
around 80%).
Studies identify need for optimisation
An analysis of the data relating to the individual Federal VET Certificate training
areas reveals a mixed picture. On some
indicators, some of the differences are
striking. The evaluation team concludes
that while the Federal VET Certificate programmes have established themselves in
the Swiss education system, there is room
for improvement. The recommendations
of the evaluation team aim to reduce the
dropout rate from Federal VET Certificate
programmes, the share of Federal VET
Certificate holders looking for work and
overall the time students spend in interim
solutions.
SERI is calling on VPET partners to take
note of the results and to take the neces-

sary action within their areas of responsibility. Given its strategic function of reviewing and updating VET programmes,
SERI will continue to closely track and
support the employability of Federal VET
Certificate holders. At the same time, SERI
reiterates its view that the permeability of
Federal VET Certificate programmes must
continue to be guaranteed.

Michel Fior, SERI
Deputy Head of Review and Updating of
VET Programmes Unit,
Upper-Secondary Education Division
 +41 58 464 91 90
 michel.fior@sbfi.admin.ch
Further information
The evaluation report is available at:
 www.sbfi.admin.ch/evaluationen

Contact
Jürg Bieri, SERI
Subsidies and Project Support Unit,
Professional Education and Training Division
 +41 58 462 57 95
 juerg.bieri@sbfi.admin.ch

Longitudinal analyses in the education sector
For the first time, the Federal Statistical Office (FSO) and the Swiss Observatory for Vocational Education and Training at the Swiss Federal Institute for
Vocational Education and Training (OBS SFIVET) have analysed terminations
of apprenticeship contracts for two-year VET programmes. The results, published at the end of August, show that of the 5,409 people who embarked
on a two-year VET programme in summer 2012, almost three-quarters had
successfully completed their training by the end of 2014. The majority (70.4%)
did so directly and without terminating their apprenticeship contract. Just under half of young people who dropped out of their training programme were
able to join another certifying training programme at upper secondary level.
For many apprentices, the termination of an apprenticeship contract does not signify the end of their vocational training. Just under half (48.9%) of those who
started a two-year VET programme in 2012 and then terminated it prematurely,
had switched to another VET programme by the end of 2014. Of these, over a fifth
changed host company. Almost the same number switched to a VET programme
leading to a Federal VET Diploma, whether within the same training area (e.g. from
retail assistant, Federal VET Certificate to retail specialist, Federal VET Diploma), or
to another training area.
Furthermore, the analysis shows that there are moderate differences according to
nationality and sex. However, there are big differences according to training area
and significant differences according to region and canton.
The longitudinal analyses in the education sector programme was launched in 2014
by the Federal Statistical Office in order to harness the potential offered by the introduction of the new 13-digit AHV number for surveys in the education sector and in
the various registers of persons maintained by the federal administration.
On behalf of the Federal Statistical Office, OBS-SFIVET analysed terminations of
apprenticeship contracts more closely for the first time. Based on new data and
therefore a newly-applicable calculation method, initial results for the two-year programmes leading to a Federal VET Certificate are available. The results for Federal
VET Diploma programmes will be available for the first time at the end of 2017.
Further information
Longitudinal analyses in the education sector (LABB): www.labb.bfs.admin.ch
The OBS-SFIVET presented an indepth trend report on the topic of discontinued
apprenticeships at its conference in Bern on 9 September: www.ehb.swiss/tagung-des-observatoriums
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ERI Network promotes the exchange of experiences and ideas

We live in an ageing society – what can Switzerland learn
from other countries?
Many countries across the world, including Switzerland, face the challenge of a steadily ageing society. The Swiss Network for Education, Research and Innovation (ERI Network) has taken this trend as an opportunity to compile people’s
experiences in this topic area from around the world. The science and technology counsellors at Swiss embassies and
the swissnex science consulates will be offering analyses and opinions from other countries in the Global Statement
blog and at the swissnexDay’16, and encouraging others to join the debate.

Like the Global Statement blog, the event
will also be dedicated to the topic of our
ageing society.
Renowned experts will address the conference on the theme of ‘the future of
ageing’ and explore what the future of an
ageing society might look like. Participants
will have the opportunity to network and
share ideas with representatives of education, science, business and the art world.
The five swissnex directors and the Swiss
science and technology counsellors, who
are based at around 20 locations across
the globe, will also be in attendance.
Contact
Cecilia Neyroud, SERI
International Relations Division
 +41 58 462 12 97
 cecilia.neyroud@sbfi.admin.ch
The number of people over 60 is expected to double between 2000 and 2050. Education, research and
innovation have a crucial role to play in tackling this social trend. Photo: Iris Krebs

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the number of people over
60 is expected to double between 2000
and 2050. Education, research and innovation have a crucial role to play in tackling this social trend. They could help, for
example, in training carers and healthcare
professionals, researching illnesses and
ageing processes and developing age-appropriate technologies for various areas of
life. This trend also offers opportunities,
however, for instance for start-up companies in new markets.

ERI Network blog on the theme of
the ageing society
Every year, the ERI Network actors engage
with a topical issue within the scope of
a blog, known as the Global Statement.
This year’s theme is the ageing society.
Some contributors have already published
their experiences from Argentina, Brazil
and Canada, for example. The articles explore innovative technologies, promising
research and novel ideas. The blog is a
platform, so opinions and suggestions for
articles are always welcome.

How well prepared is Switzerland to face
this megatrend? The Global Statement
blog and swissnexDay’16 will provide a
forum for questions and answers.

swissnexDay‘ 16 on the future of
ageing
This year’s swissnexDay will be held on
15 December at the University of Basel.
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Further information
Global Statement blog:
 www.globalstatement.wordpress.com
swissnexDay’ 16:

 www.swissnex.org/news/swissnexdays
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New centre for innovation

A Swiss pier in San Francisco
Switzerland at Pier 17 in San Francisco (USA) is a centre for Swiss diplomacy and for innovation. The pier brings four
important Swiss organisations together under one roof: the General Consulate, swissnex San Francisco, the Swiss
Business Hub and Switzerland Tourism. The official opening will take place at the end of September. “In a bigger space
with one-in-a-kind visibility at Pier 17, we will create more impact for our partners by building a truly collaborative
ecosystem, working with a vibrant community of creative minds, and sharing unique insights into disruptive innovation and trends in Switzerland and the US,” commented Christian Simm, CEO of swissnex San Francisco.

‘Switzerland at Pier 17’ is the new innovation hotspot in San Francisco. Photos: swissnex SF

What advantages will the new swissnex
San Francisco site provide?
One of our visitors came up with this
phrase: “swissnex represents the Swiss
tradition of good services by offering to
the world a neutral platform for intellectual experimentation”. If that sums up
swissnex, what we offer is much more.
Exploring new trends, creating inter- and
anti-disciplinary approaches, experimenting, and indeed requiring a flexible, agile
state of mind and an appropriate setting.
Our previous building, despite all its magic – where Mark Twain was said to have
worked – was clearly becoming too much
of a squeeze given the growing number

Christian Simm, CEO swissnex San Francisco

of solicitations from partners and clients,
as well as the host of activities that take
place there. At Pier 17 we have twice as
much space and are able to organise several events in parallel and create a true
community of innovators: swissnex 2.0
How can Swiss education, research and
innovation players benefit from the new
site?
Pier 17 will be an absolutely unique ecosystem of innovation, as it will house
within its walls higher education institutions (so far the University of Geneva, the
Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne EHL and the
Ecole Cantonale d›art de Lausanne ECAL),
start-ups (supported by the CTI Start-up
programme), businesses (Nestlé, Reha
Technology, SICPA, sketchin, Swisscom,
SwissRe, SmarterBetterCities and MDPI
Publishers) and others such as the Greater Zurich Area and Neuchâtel InnoHub.
The list of residents will continue to grow
in the coming months. Their ‘biodiversity’
will be the result of a careful blend looked
after by swissnex. As far as the collective
motivation for this 60-strong community,
the goals as always will be impact and
excellence.

What impact will the new site with four
Swiss organisations under one roof
have on Switzerland’s visibility in San
Francisco?
Well, to be honest we’ll find out over the
next few months, especially because the
official announcement about this bundled
Swiss presence will be made at the inauguration. But it is sure to lead to ‘serendipitous encounters’. Someone coming to
the consulate general, for example, may
discover what swissnex does. Or venture
capitalists coming to meet with start-ups
at swissnex, might be tempted to make
Switzerland their next holiday destination
or place to invest.
The site itself – a pier overlooking the
water in the old port of San Francisco
– with its light and airy architecture will
doubtless make up for the distance from
downtown where the four organisations were previously based. One thing
is certain, the large railway clock and the
hiking path-style signposts are about as
Swiss as you can get!
Contact
Christian Simm,
CEO swissnex San Francisco
christian.simm@swissnexsanfrancisco.org
Sebastien Hug, SERI
Scientific advisor, International Relations
Division
 +41 58 465 79 06
 sebastien.hug@sbfi.admin.ch
Further information

 www.swisspier.org
 www.swissnexsanfrancisco.org
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Swiss Innovation Park –Zurich/Dübendorf site

Federal Council defines maximum area for Innovation
Park
In September 2014, the Federal Council stated its intention to continue to pursue three federal interests equally on the
site of the military airfield in Dubendorf: besides a civilian airfield to be jointly used for military purposes, it was also
to house one of the hub locations of the Swiss Innovation Park. At the end of August, the Federal Council confirmed
its intention and proceeded to secure spatial planning for the Innovation Park hub location. The Federal Department
of Economic Affairs, Education and Research (EAER) was heavily involved in the preparatory work, with SERI representing the interests of the Innovation Park in the negotiations, which lasted several years. Sebastian Friess, head of
Innovation Policy at SERI, provides an insight into this complex project.
Land use planning, aviation and the military – what has all this got to do with the
State Secretariat for Education, Research
and Innovation?
The Federal Council’s current decisions affect the planning instruments of aviation,
the military and (cantonal) spatial planning, and consequently the Innovation
Park. The talks were triggered by the fact
that the military was to withdraw from
Dübendorf. When the time came for negotiations, we were actively involved in
the relevant clarifications and discussions
regarding conversion of the site because
the Innovation Park is an important ERI
project.

The Federal Council amended the sectoral plans for military and civil aviation for the Dübendorf military airfield
in August of this year. It also approved the structure plan put forward by the Canton of Zurich. The legally
binding framework conditions for the further planning and development of the Innovation Park on the site
are therefore in place.
red: Perimeter of civilian airfield with federal base; I: Perimeter of the Innovation Park. Source: Dubendorf
military sectoral plan, Federal Department of Defence, Civil Protection and Sport (DDPS)

What exactly did the Federal Council decide at the end of August?
Sebastian Friess: The Federal Council already stated its intention back in 2014 to
pursue three interests in Dübendorf: civil
aviation, military aviation and an innovation park. In a comprehensive feasibility
study, it developed various aviation scenarios and eventually opted for a civilian airfield to be jointly used for military
purposes. This set-up is currently in place
in Bern-Belp, for example. Even before
the feasibility study was drawn up, there
were a number of areas that had not
been earmarked for aviation purposes
and at least some of these areas were
already under discussion for the Innovation Park.
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On 31 August, the Federal Council established three points that follow on from
its earlier basic policy decision. First, the
amendment to the Sectoral Aviation Infrastructure Plan broadly speaking resulted in the definition of a reduced airfield
perimeter for civil aviation to be jointly
used by the military. Second, the amendment to the Military Sectoral Plan saw
a substantial reduction in the previous
noise curves, which had been caused by
military jet air traffic in the early 2000s.
And third, the approval of the Canton of
Zurich’s structure plan means the spatial
planning requirements for the Innovation
Park site have been met in a legally binding manner.

A crucial aspect of this project is understanding the interests of other departments. The Air Force and the relevant
offices of the Canton of Zurich, as well as
associations, supporters and opponents
of the airfield were all important dialogue
partners. Who pursues which interests?
Who is responsible for what in the established planning instruments? In what
time frames and with which participation
rights are these instruments developed?
What does ‘securing spatial planning’
mean? How can the article relating to
the Innovation Park set out in the
Research and Innovation Promotion
Act be satisfied while ensuring the spatial planning conditions for an Innovation Park hub location are met? These
and many other questions had to be clarified without losing sight of the bigger
picture.
Aviation and an Innovation park sideby-side. Will that work? Those who are
against aviation in Dubendorf will say no;
those who oppose the Innovation Park
will probably also say no. And there is no
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Was there a pivotal moment in the
negotiations?
Understandably, none of the negotiating
partners wanted to commit to dividing up
the site too early on. But eventually someone had to take the plunge and draw a
dividing line on a map so that the discussions could continue. SERI put forward a
very specific yet plausible proposal, which,
with hindsight was largely in line with the
division that was subsequently agreed on.
Sebastian Friess

shortage of supporters and opponents on
both sides.
From the outset, SERI systematically spoke
out in favour of the Innovation Park, but
never spoke out against anything. On the
whole, all parties have been clear about
what they want, but in my opinion they
have all conducted themselves fairly in the
negotiations.

Is SERI’s work on the Innovation Park now
finished?
We are currently in the process of drafting
contracts with the Switzerland Innovation
Foundation and the bodies responsible for
the site. In terms of the operational setup
of the Confederation’s support mechanisms, we still need some good solutions
– ultimately our main aim is to increase
private sources of funding. I am confident
that we can take another big step forward

by the end of the year. Even though I’m
aware that projects like these are never
finished.
Contact
Sebastien Friess, SERI
Deputy Head of National Research and
Innovation Division
 +41 58 464 94 04,
 sebastian.friess@sbfi.admin.ch
Further information
SERI dossier:
 www.sbfi.admin.ch/innovationspark
Swiss Innovation Park Foundation:

 www.switzerland-innovation.ch

Opening of the ESA Business Incubation Centre

New funding programme to serve as launch pad to space
start-ups in Switzerland
This September, the European Space Agency (ESA) and the State Secretariat for Education Research and Innovation
(SERI) will open the Swiss ESA Business Incubation Centre (ESA BIC). In addition to technical expertise and business-development support, ESA BIC Switzerland will also provide start-ups with up to EUR 500,000 in funding, which makes
this a very interesting programme for young Swiss companies. The programme aims to support innovation in the
space industry and the transfer of space technology to other fields.
Following an intensive competition phase
that produced three viable options, the
ESA and SERI selected an ETH Zurich-led
consortium to be charged with setting
up and operating ESA BIC Switzerland.
The solution offered by the ETH Zurich’s
consortium stood out because it fulfils the
three key criteria for the programme to
support start-ups especially well.

The new ESA Business Incubation Centre helps start-ups participate in ESA development programmes, such
as the new Ariane 6 launch vehicle. Image: ESA

Firstly, because IFJ Startup Support, established in 1989, and its ‘Venture Kick’
programme will be an integral part of the
consortium. IFJ is an experienced partner
in start-up scouting and selection. Its inclusion in the consortium will therefore
ensure that the start-ups selected by ESA
BIC Switzerland will be of high quality.
13
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beyond the framework of start-ups. In
future, start-ups and established businesses should be able to benefit from
these synergies by drawing on data or
infrastructure in the field of space-based
earth observation, telecommunication
and navigation.
As Norbert Hübner, head of ESA feasibility
studies in this field explains, “This integrated approach takes business networking and the processes and tools to develop space-based applications and services
to a whole new level. This in turn creates
a virtual ecosystem which can provide the
relevant ESA programmes, and of course
Switzerland, with fresh impetus that extends far beyond the aerospace industry.”

The ESA has already set up a number of incubation centres in its member states with the aim of promoting the
European aerospace industry. These centres provide technical expertise and funding to start-ups dedicated to
the development of aerospace technologies and the utilisation of existing aerospace infrastructures. Image: zVg

Also on board is Impact Hub – a global network with 80 sites worldwide and
hubs in Zurich, Geneva and soon also in
Bern through which start-ups can establish themselves and find opportunities for
collaboration, thereby meeting the need
for a Swiss-wide solution with an international outlook.
And finally, the consortium has established
partnerships with notable businesses from
aerospace and other industries. Together
with investors and other financing partners from the private sector, this fulfils
the criteria of ensuring a ‘public-private
partnership’ which will cover 60% of the
programme’s start-up funding through
private funds. The programme is initially
scheduled to run for five years and will
support to up to ten start-ups each year.

A demanding and high-quality programme with international support
“Similar programmes in other countries
are usually largely financed by institutional public funds. The ESA BIC Switzerland
is different,” explained Johann Richard,
project manager and programme director
for technology, telecommunication and
navigation at the SERI Space Office. “The
consortium has managed to mobilise national and international partners from the
private sector. As a result we are able to
limit the ESA’s funding contribution to the
14

start-ups to less than half and finance the
rest from private funds. Over the course
of the two years in the programme, the
start-ups receive substantial financial support and benefit from the business and
technical expertise of specialists from various fields of industry.”
The Swiss model for the ESA Business
Incubation Centre also represents a new
approach for the ESA. It emphasises the
competitive nature of the bid and selection of the operator, and shows the extremely high quality of the submissions.
“The ESA was spoilt for choice as it was
presented with three outstanding bids
with widely differing approaches,” said
Frank Salzgeber, head of the ESA’s Technology Transfer Programme Office. “In
the end we were persuaded by the concept with the best scalability for Switzerland as a whole, an appropriate financing
model and close cooperation between the
different partners for scouting and selection and incubation and support.”

Fresh impetus for space-based applications
AP-Swiss, an ESA-SERI platform that has
existed since 2012, will also form an integral part of ESA BIC Switzerland. The
platform is intended to bring together
businesses with commercial offerings in
the field of space-related applications

Contact
Johann Richard, SERI
Scientific advisor, Space Office
 +41 58 465 58 95
 johann.richard@sbfi.admin.ch
Further information

 www.sbfi.admin.ch/esa-bic-ch

Switzerland and the ESA
To date the European Space Agency
ESA has developed over 70 satellites
and is currently conducting 18 missions,
including Rosetta and MarsExpress. The
new European satellite navigation system, Galileo, various environmental
monitoring satellites and the launchers
Ariane and Vega were developed under ESA leadership. Switzerland’s annual contribution to the ESA amounts
to around EUR 140 million. The ESA’s
total budget for 2016 is EUR 5.3 billion. Thanks to this contribution, Swiss
research institutions and the aerospace
industry can benefit from and further
develop their excellent scientific and
technological expertise and gain competitive access to international projects
and markets.
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ERI news in brief September
International Olympiad in Informatics – a gold and
silver for Switzerland

The SGAB launches a newsletter
The SGAB (Swiss Society for Applied Research on Vocational
and Professional Education and Training) launched a newsletter at the end of August. It offers a platform for VPET research and evaluation of such research, and acts as a bridge
between theory and practice. The newsletter was launched
by the SGAB in response to the significant increase in research and development projects in the field of VPET. It is
free of charge and will be published every three months in
German and French.

A grammar school pupil from Switzerland has won the
country’s first gold medal at the International Olympiad
in Informatics (IOI). The IOI was held in Kasan (Russia) in
mid-August and resulted in one gold and one silver medal
for the Swiss delegation. This is the country’s best result since
1992. The competition, which took place over two days, saw
talented computer scientists from all over the world compete
in six exciting and challenging programming tasks. Daniel
Rutschmann (im Lee cantonal school, Winterthur) won a gold
medal and Stefanie Zbinden (Glarus cantonal school) took
silver. The two youngsters competed against around 300
talented computer whizzes from over 80 countries, fighting
off stiff competition to walk away with medals.

For further information and to subscribe to the newsletter:
 www.sgab-srfp.ch

Registration for the autumn VPET conference

Switzerland’s promising young brains are given the chance
to shine in seven disciplines at the International Science Olympiads: biology, chemistry, geography, informatics, mathematics, philosophy and physics. The aim of the Olympiads is
to challenge interested and talented pupils and inspire them
to study science. Another important goal is international
exchange. The Swiss Confederation provides funding to the
Olympiads within the framework of its education, research
and innovation promotion policy.

The traditional autumn conference on vocational and professional education and training will be held in Bern on 15
November. The theme of the conference organised by SERI
will be ‘Job profiles – past and future’. The event will address
such questions as how job profiles have evolved, how they
are set to change in future and what factors influence them.

Further information
 www.olympiads.ch

For further information and to register:
 www.sbfi.admin.ch/herbsttagung

Please register by 28 October using the online form. The conference can be attended free of charge.
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ERI I PHOTO OF THE MONTH

The Swiss Arena in Kloten will host a world premier on 8 October – the first Cybathlon, organised by the ETH Zurich. The event will
see eighty athletes with physical disabilities from all over the world use the latest assistive technologies to compete in six demanding
disciplines, such as a powered wheelchair race and a powered arm prosthesis race. The Cybathlon aims to raise awareness of the obstacles that people with physical disabilities face every day. The individual competitions therefore consciously focus on everyday tasks.
Working with people with disabilities, the event aims to promote the development of technological aids in industry and at universities.
Further information  www.cybathlon.ethz.ch/

THE FIGURE
The number of scientific publications in international specialist journals is an important
indicator of the performance of a country’s
research system. At 1.29 publications per researcher per year, Switzerland not only outperforms a number of innovative countries, it
also comes out ahead of some of the world’s
leading innovation regions.

Number of academic publications,
average 2007-2013
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Source: Report ‘Research and innovation in Switzerland
2016’
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This was revealed in ‘Research and Innovation
in Switzerland 2016’. The report, published by
SERI, compares a number of elements, including Switzerland’s performance in research and
innovation with the performance of leading
innovation regions that are of a similar size to
Switzerland. The direct comparison confirms
Switzerland’s outstanding position, although
the result is less marked than in the country
comparison.
Further information
Report ‘Research and innovation in Switzerland 2016’:
 www.sbfi.admin.ch/f-i_bericht

